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1ABSTRACT
The scattered field by the interaction of a
laser plane wave with a single electron is studied in the
first section. The polarization of the scattered field is
important in a free electron laser but seldomly studied.
Now, the electric field of the scattered field is derived
in terms of the incident plane wave. Both linearly and
circularly incident plane waves are considered. As
examples, the results of the average intensity along each
polarization direction are calculated for some cases. The
resultant scattering cross section is calculated too, and
is aareeable to some previous results.
In the second sec tion, the absorption spectra
of Dy3+:LaCl3 and their Zeeman effect splittings at 4.2K
in the ultraviolet region have been studied. The
wavelengths were measured and were converted into
wavenumbers in vacuum. They are tabulated with
polarization and intensity. Also the Zeeman effect of the
spectra for magnetic field from zero to about 80 kilogauss
were measured and were tabulated and plotted. From these
data the energy levels were analyzed. Hence, the empirical
energy level scheme for Dy3+ ions in crystal LaCl3 has
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SECTION (A)
LASER INTERACTION WITH MATTER
1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Free electron laser is a device to generate
coherent radiation by relativistic electrons. In recent
years, a lot of effort has been put into the study of free
electron laser because of its many advantages.
During the past decade, there were a lot of
papers on free electron laser. Both classical and quantum
mechanical treatments were used in the studies. However
most efforts had been usually contributed in the
consideration of the gain or the amplification of the
laser. Only a few authors have studied the polarization
effects of the electric field in the free electron
laser (1,2,3)
Since an accelerating electron will produce
radiation, the radiation field in the free electron laser
is studied by the classical electrodynamics. In this
section, the polarization of the radiation by an electron
accelerated by an electromagnetic plane wave is studied,
also the intensity effect is considered. The scattering
cross section of the plane wave.. was reported by Chan in
1977 by another approach(4'5).
Because the output power of a free electron
2laser is proportional to that of a single electron,
considering the case for one electron, and then
multiplying an effective electron number, one can find the
power of a free electron laser. Hence, we have considered
the scattering radiation field of a single electron and
found the distribution of intensity along both
polarization directions.
In the following chapter, a brief description
of the electron dynamics will be presented. From the basic
force law, the Lorentz force law, the motion of the
electron is studied. Due to the influence of an incident
plane wave, the momenta and trajectory of the electron are
solved in a general form. Then the scattered
electromayneLic field is considered in chapter 3. In that
chapter, starting from the Lien ard-Wiecher t field, the
scattered field of the incident plane wave is solved in
terms of the retarded time, the latitude and longitude
angle of an observation.posi tion. In chapter 4 the
calculated results are presented. here some particular
cases are calculated and angular distribution of the
intensity along each polarization is given for different
parameters.
Chapter  2
THE MOTION OF ELECTRON
in o r d e r  to s tudy  the i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  a l a s e r  
p u l s e  ( c o n s i d e r e d  as an e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  p l a ne  wave ) 
wi th mat ter  ( as in the s i mp l e s t  form : an e l e c t r o n  ) ,  one 
can i n v e s t i g a t e  the mot ion o f  an e l e c t r o n  in f l uenced by an 
e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  p l a n e  wave.  S i nc e  e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  p l a n e  
wave i s  p o l a r i z e d ;  t w o . s i m p l e s t  c a s e s  -  l i n e a r l y  and 
c i r c u l a r l y  p o l a r i z e d ,  a re  c o n s i d e r e d ,  in the f o l l o w i n g  
p a r t ,  a f r e e  e l e c t r o n  i n f l u e n c e d  by e i t h e r  one w i l l  be 
d i scussed .
( ’oiii inJt-'L an ».* L t„*c t. l on o l  r <*s I m ass  m and d i a l  ijc
e in an e l e c t r oma g ne t i c  plane wave o f  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  E and
►
lit n I I | | o I | i I I I • I II - ' I I "  II It . ; I II I ' I ' I ll •' I ■ I I II • ■ \ l  I ' > ■ • i "
• >  »  ► ► »  *
p r o p a g a t i n g  a I < > n < j d i r e c t i o n  n , t h »* n E *• E ( t ) «• n * i h n x E
in which t = t -  i l -v/c i s  the r e t a r ded  t ime.  Cons i de r  the
p o l a r i z a t i o n  d i r e c t i o n  i s  m , then E( t )  = E hr) m (t ) . Hence
f  ■' ‘" r * 1"  i m .i
whore f>' = ( i s the Doppler f a c t o r  and c^ is the
v e l o c i t y  o f  the e l e c t r o n .
2.1 El ec t r on dynamics
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where is the momentum of the electron
is the total energy, is the r,orent7 factor and
are the perpendicular and parallel component of p with
respect to n direction.
Relativistically the differential proper time
I J




From (2— 4b) and (2— 4c) it is directly found that
(2-5)
i.e. is a constant of motion. Hence
5is constant. Hence we have a constant of motionor
If the electron is at rest initially
otherwise
Because the differential proper timeds and




Hence dt= Xds. (2-7
Substituting (2-7) into (2-d). we have
(2=8a)
( 2-8b)
Due to (1-5), we have
(2-8c)
After pn(c), pm(-r) are known, we can obtain the trajcdtory
of the electron by g= p/ric(.,
2.2 Linearly polarized wave
if the incident plane wave is .linearly
polarized, then E(Z)= Eocos (wr) i i.e. magnitude
depend'enting on time as a cosine and polarization is a
constant unit vector. Also assuming the electron is
travelling along direction n with a velocityic90





Because of = K+ mc2, we have
(2-9d)

















Hence, along the direction of the propagation the electron
is in motion of uniform velocity plus an oscillation which
frequency is double of the plane wave frequency. Also one
can find the uniform velocity is contributed by the
and the plane wave Theinitial condition
transverse displacement is also an oscillation with the
frequency same as the plane wave. The motion is similar to
a forced harmonic motion due to the electric field.
2.3 Circularly polarized wave
Consider a circularly polarized incident wave
with its electric field
i.e. a unit vector rotating on the x-y plane. Also the
electron is assumed initially travelling along






for vector the length is the norm of
(2-16 a')
Similarly the normalized kinetic energy defined by (2-
10),
( 17)
but note that now, has changed as
(2-18)
which is four times of that in the linear case.
Then the normalized momenta are obtained as,
(2-19 a)
Compare (2-19) with (2-12), we have the same form of
normalized momenta for both cases, to describe the momenta
and kinetic energy of the electron, one can use
parameter which is related to the magnitude of the
incident plane wave eq and frequency to. Table 2-1 gives
the comparison.
Table 2-1








The trajectory of the electron for this case is
solved. From (2— 19b) we have the same solution as (2-
14b) except replacing
(2-20)





Along the propagation direction of the plane
(2-22)
10
wave, the electron moves the same way as in cne linear
is a uniform motion plus an oscillation.case, that'
However the frequency of the oscillation is the same as
the electromagnetic wave. Moreover, since the electric
field of the wave has two transverse components, we can,
solve two transverse displacements too. Both are
oscillations of frequency same as the field.
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Chapter. 3
SCATTERING ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD BY AN ELECTRON
3.1 Field produced by an electron driven by a force
An accelerating charge will produce radiation
energy is radiated to the surrounding. This is a well
known result in classical electrodynamics(6,7). The field
produced by a movinq charge is dependent on 'the retarded
the retarded field is known as thetime
Lienard-Wiechert field. There are two parts in the field,
however only the acceleration field is radiation. Due to
the accelerated motion of an electron, the radiation
field is given by the acceleration field of Lienard-
Wiechert field,
(3-1)
or thewhere n' is the unit vector of positiori vector
are thepropagating direction of the radiation and
velocity and acceleration of the electron respectively
Suppose a force F is applied on the electron
and causes it to accelerate. Then the relativistic force






= t- R V/C;
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Hence, the acceleration of the electron due to a force F
is expressed as
(3-4)
Substituting (3-4) into (3-1) yields the radiation field
of the electron due to the influence of an arbitary force,
in which the factor S is the Doppler factor for the
vector n'
(3-6)
3.2 scatterinc electromagnetic wave by an electron
If the electron is pushed by an
electromagnetic plane wave, then it is drived by the
electromagnetic force and radiates the radiation field is
called the scattering field of the incident
electromagnetic plane wave. Since the force in (3-5) is
arbitary, one can apply (3-5) to find the scattering field
for this electromagnetic force.
Suppose the electron is travelling along the
.direction coincident to the propagating direction of the
electromagnetic plane wave n, and its velocity is cpo.
Hence, the constant . The electric field of the
electromagnetic plane wave is polarized,
(3-7)
Due to the influence of this electromagnetic plane wave,




Substituting force (3-9) into (3-5), directly the field
is,
(3-10)
in which, p and pn are short hand for p.m and p•n, the
transverse and parallel momentum of the electron. In a
more compact form, by adoption of some convenient
notations, (3-10) may be rewrirten,
(3-11
in which rQ= e 2mc2 is the classical electron radius; M,
N defined as
( 3 -12 a
(3-12b1
(3-12cWith
In (3-12.) t Pmmc and Pnmc are the normalized momentra
which are solved by electron dynamics, as (2-12) and (2-
16) for the incident plane wave linearly or circularly
polarized respectively.
The factor S'S is the ratio of the Dopplei
factors for n and n'. By definition,
(3-13:
Since total energy is given by Y= 6K+ 1 and apply (2-
8), it can be expressed as
(3-14
Hence the scattering field is dependent on the retarded
time and observation position R. The 1R dependence means
it is a spherical wave and the time dependence is mucin
complica ted.
For a vector, we can span it by a set of basis
vector, in (3-11) the electric field vector is spanned by
V V—
( n', n, m) with corresponding components', H and M.
However this set is not an orthornomal one; we replace it
by a more convenient set,
(3-15)
where 9, 0 are the colatitude and longitude of the
spherical coordinates of n' with respect to n and m( as
shown in figure 3-1), hence
sin9 cos 0. The set of basis vector m av be








In terms of this new basis, we have
(3-16)
which is-propagating along direction n
In the following chapter, we will discuss the
Er( ) while the incident plane wave is linearly and
circularly polarized. Because the frequency is so high
that the electric field cannot be detected, we will try to
investigate the average ihtensity of each component E12
and E22 and the total scattering cross section, all of
which can be measured experimentally.
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Chapter 4
SCATTERING OF LASER LIGHT
Considering that the high intensity laser light
is a polarized plane electromagnetic wave, one may study
the interaction of such plane wave with a single electron.
Let the propagating direction of the plane wave be n
since the plane wave is polarized, let m be the
polarization direction. As discussed in section 2.1, m is
a constant unit vector for linearly polarized wave and a
rotating unit vector for circularly polarized wave. The
single electron is either at rest or moving along n axis
initially for the latter case the initial velocity is
represented by cPo. If the electron in moving towards the
plane wave relatively, then 0; otherwise the moving
direction is the same as the propagating direction of the
plane wave.
4.1 Scattering field of a linearly polarizea plane wave
suppose the electron is at rest initially. Use
the set of unit vectors given in (3-15), and now m= i,
(4-1a)
(4-lb)
to describe the scattering electric Bela wnicn is
propagating along n'(
(A-l)
The two components along£- and£ 2 i.e. E and E 2 are
given by (3-16); in which there is one important
parameter A£R, given by (2-11). Since the electron is at
rest initially, that is £K0=°; hence A6K is correponding
to the maximum amplitude of the electric field of the
incident laser light. For Nd-glass laser, =1.06t,
then Eo=6.lxl09 and 1.9xl010 voltcm for A6K= 0.01 and
0.1.
It can be- shown that directly from (3-16) the
scattered field is still linearly polarized for cases G =0°
and 180°, also for 0=o. The electric field vector will
move on the ploarization plane for each 0 and 0. Figure
4 -1( a) to 4 -1 (d) show the loci of the electric field
vector rotating on the polarization plane in one period.
But it must be noted that the polarization planes are
different for each 0. Obviously when s r e 3 u c e d
to zero, the field becomes linearly polarized on 2 f°r
Q =90°; this is just the Thomson scattering field.
However, since the frequency of the field is so
high that no detector can observe the field strength,
one can only detect the average intensity of each
polarizatioan. That is acheived by a polarizer and an
intensity detector. Figure 4-2 and 4-3 show normalized
distribution of intensity along each polarization
direction against angle 0 for A€ K= 0.01 and 0.1. We can
19
see that it is linearly polarized for =0, i.e. there is
only one component. For 0 =90, the intensity is
concentrated at the forward direction, it is the resultant
effect of the relativistic motion of the electron.
For the situation when the electron has an
initial velocity which has only one component parallel to
n, we can calculate the electric field by (3-16). As an
example, consider that the electron travels towards
the laser plane wave with half of speed of light
initaially, then 0=-0.5. The initial kinetic energy is
about 80keV. Hence We Oan find the movement of the
electric field vector on the polarization plane in one
period, which shown in figure 4-4(a) to 4-4(c) are for
cases 8=90 , 0=90 and LICK=0.01, 0.1 and 1
respectively. Directly from the expression (3-16), we can
find that the polarization does not change for =0, 180 or
=00. From figure 4-4 we can see that the pattern is
imilar to the previous ones.
In order to fit the experimental work and
compare with the rest case, the intensity distribution
along both polarization directions, E12 and E22 are
plotted in figure 4-5 and 4-6 against . They show most
part of the intensity of either direction is skew to the
direction of large 6. Since the electron is travelling
towards the plane wave relativistically, the intensity is
concentrated to the forward direction of the motion, i.e.
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electron travels with same direction as n, say ,o=0.5, the
results are shown in figure 4-7 and 4-8. Similarly the
intensity is concentrated in the forward direction, but
now it is small region. Ilowever, the peak value is much
smaller.
4.2 Scattering field of a circularly polarized plane wave
Consider the incident plane wave is not a
linearly polarized one now, but circularly polarized.
Since the result (3-16) is obtained by a general
derivation, it is used for this situation. However in
that expression, is the angle between the projection of
n' and m, as shown in figure 3-1. Because of the rotation
of m(,r), the angle is time-dependent now. Suppose the
andobserver is at some fixed position, say latitude
longitude with respect to direction n and a fixed axis
then it is shown in figure 4-9. To use
replacing fb in (3-16) we can obtain the results
for circularly polarized incident wave.
Obviously from figure 4-9, the direction vector
n' is,
4-3
Because of the time dependence of the angle
given by (4-1) are not convenient to describe the
scattering electric field vector. After simple












As a particular example, first consider the
case that the electron is at rest initially. Directly from
scatteringand(3-16) by taking
electric field vector Er can be calculated. By the same
treatment of the previous section. We can.. plot the locus
of the movement of the electric field vector on each
polarization plane: For cases 6= 0, the scattering wave
is circularly polarized, as shown in figure 4-10(c). For
6= 180, the polarization is circular-like, but the
magnitude of the field vector is dependent on 't, figure
K is zero0.01. When4-10(d) show the case of
both are circularly polarized, as shown in figure 4-10(a)
and 4-10(b).
Due to the time-dependence of the electric field
vector, it becomes more complicated than the linear case,
figure 4-11 show some examples. We can see that the
movement of the field vector on the polarization plane is
becomes smaller, thevery confused. However when
field behaves like linearly polarized.
Similarly, figure 4-12 and 4-13 show the
intensity along each polarization directior and
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Suppose the electron has an initial velocity of
half of speed of light and travels towards the plane wave,
then we can plot the movement of the electric field vector
on the polarization plane. In figure 4-14 the pattern
In one0.01 and 0.1 withshown for
period the vector rotates more than one cycle and its
magnitude is changing. The component intensity against9
c ad calculated. Figure 4-15 and 4-16 show the
0.01. 0.1 anddistributeion for
4.3 Scatterinq cross section
Considering that the process is a scattering
of the incident plane wave, one may investigate the
scattering differential cross section. The advantage of
this consideration is that there are many previous
results, which may be used as a checking of our results.
Since the frequency of the incident electromagnetic plane
wave is supposedly very high, the scattering cross
section should take the time-average.
Directly from the definition of defferantial





Because of the different time-dependence of the
scattering field, both the linearly and circularly
incident wave are considered. Figure 4-17 and 4-18 are the
results for an electron at rest initially. Figure 4-19 and
4-20 are that for an electron travelling with velocity
half of speed of light (a) towards or (b) parallel to the
incident wave initially. All the graphs are normalized
such that the maxima are one.
Since the process is relativistic, so the
electron travelling towards the wave *shoul.d radiate more
energy. Comparing both cases (a) and (b) of the figures,
one may see that (a) is more significant. As shown in the
table 4-1, one can find that the peak value for case (a)
is much larger.
Chan and Lee have claimed that for linearly
incident wave, the classical formula of the differential
scattering cross section is similar to the Klein-flishina
formula(4),
(4-7)
are the frequency ratio of the Comptonwhere
scattering,
(4-8)
the normalized kinetic energy of thewit
incident photon and it is equal to
Table f-1 Comparison of the maximun scattering cross
section (The figures are relative to the
smallest one.)
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Form the figure 4-21 we can see that the
say 0.0001. Sincecurves are the same for samll
0, by (2-12) both pm and pn tendmeans that
by (3-14) and forto zero. Then for the electron,
1 by (4-8). Hence both distribution
the photon,
are reduced to the classical Thomson scattering cross
section,
(4-9)
Another comparison is shown in figure 4-22. It
is obvious that the curve is similar to results of the
Klein-Nishina formula when we neglect the transerve
momentum pm of the electron, that is, neglecting the
motion due to the magnetic inductence B of the plane wave.
Directly from (3-14) with setting pm=0, then,
(4-10)
which is similar to (4-8). For incoherent cases, the
transverse momenta of the particles, pm, cancell.each
other then, the resultant pm is equal to zero. However,
the situation is diffenent for the coherent case. There-
fore the result shown in figure 4-22 (the dash line) is
quite different. But pn is the same for both cases. More-
over the electron has only pn. Since the momentum of the
electron equal to E /c. Its motion is a wave-type motion,
hence the quantum mechanical treatment is suitable.
The result is also agreeable to the previous
54
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By the formula (4-6) with
Klein-Nishina formula with
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as shown in figure 4-23. The time-average scattering cross
section is calculated by (4-11) however it is the same as
the curve for in figure 4-17
4.4 Application to an electron travelling in a helical
magnetic field
As an example, we consider the radiation field
of a relativistic electron travelling in a helical
magnetic field.
Suppose the field is given by,
(4-12)
that is, this field is periodic along the z-axis with
length of period and circularly polarized on the plane
perpendicular to z-axis. The relativistic electron is
travelling along +z direction with initial velocity Co
and total energy mc2o, then in the electron rest frame
this magnetic field is transformed as
(4-13
andwhere Assuming
the transformed field is approximately a plane wave
57
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Figure 4-23
of angular frequency tb N,, advanced time t' an
propagating in -z direction. The electric field vector c
this plane wave is
(4-14
This electromagnetic plane wave is transformed back to th
lab-frame, then,
(A Ik
or bv the aoDroximatior
(4-15'
with the invariant relation wq;= to' M T'. Hence, the
situation is that an electron is moving towards to ar
electromagnetic plane wave which is circularly p c1 a riz e c
and of waveienatb
in order to study the scattering field by this
electron, we may use ahe previous result. Since the plane
wave is circularly polarized and the magnitude is hQ2,
(2-18) and
(4-16)
Assumina the lenath of period field strenath
: 2 k G and 3 6 Me v. hence :0.0022. For
have the average intensity of the polarization and































in this project, we have studied the scattered
radiation field of an electron influenced by an
electromagnetic plane wave. The formalism of the scattered
field is purely classical, which starts from the Lorentz
force law and Lienard-Wiechert field. In order to match
the experimental work, the average intensity along each
polarization and scattering cross section are calculated
for some particular cases, For the cross section, we find
that our results are agreeable to the older ones from
other different approach. As an application, the field due
to an electron passing through a helical magnetic field is
studied. The result shows that most of the scattering
radiation concentrates in a cone close to the direction of
the electron travelling.
1APPENDIX
In the previous chapters, we have assumed the
plane wave exists at all time. However, in reality the
plane wave appears after the laser has been switched on.
Considering this condition, the electric field of a
circularly polarized plane wave in (2-15) should be
modified by multiplying a factor g(T). It is varies slowly
such that the field is zero outside the laser pulse and is
still E('C), i.e. g('C)= 1, within the pulse. Moreover,
is equal to zero in the main part of the pulse
Hence, E(z) in (2-15) is replaced by,
(A-1)
Then, by (2-8) we have,
(A-2)
(A-3)
By the same procedures we used in chapter 4, the.
scattering electric field is calculated. In figure A-l,
the pattern shows the electric field on its polarization
andplane in one period for
velocity of the electron = -0.5cn. Also the angular
distribution of the average intensity along the two
polarization directions and scattering cross-section is
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STUDY OF ABSORPTIONSPECTRUM OF Dy3+:Lacl3
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTIO!
The rare earth elements have the most
complicated spectra due to the incomplete 4f shell, which
produces many low-lying energy levels. The study of the
speccra of rare earths progressed rapidly after World War
II.
The result of studying the absorption and
fluorescence spectra of rare earth ions in crystals was
fruitfulThrough the stucy or tnese spectra, one can
understand the stucture of the sharp energy levels of the
ion. in this thesis the ion of interest is dysproniun in
the La C1 3 crystal. There were many previous results on
this ion in otner crystalline lattice''. The most
important one about the triply ionized dysprosium in LaCl
v a s reported by H. M. Crosswhite and G. K. D i e k e. The
present study is an extension of their work. A more
derailed descriotion is presented in one next two
chapters.
in chapter 4, there is a brief description
about the experimental procedures, in the chapter
following, the results are presented. The wavelengths of
the spectral lines and the energy level scheme are
tabulated. An extended energy level scheme is obtained
from the measurement.
64
Moreover the Zeeman effect of the energy levels
is studied and a plot of the wavanumbers versus the
magnetic field is presented. From the graphs it can be
seen the splitting of the energy is linear against the
magnetic field when the field is small and is quadratic
when the field becomes larger. The results are analyzed
too.
Chapter 2
THE STUDY OF THE SPECTRA OF RARE EARTfi
IONS IN CRYSTALS
2.1 The purpose of the study
When the electrons of an atom or ion jump from
one state to another, light of a characteristic frequency,
vhieh corresponds to the difference of the energy of
these two states, is emitted or absorced. The light of
different frequencies or wavelengths is dispersed by a
crating into a spectrum and is photographed on a
photographic plate.
These spectral lines are usually used tc
identify elements in many aspects. Since the lines o:
various wavelengths correspond to the states of an atom 01
ions, most of the information of the energy level schemi
of the atom or ion can be obtained through an analysis o:
o lino Q t- v~ m r t-)? v o c—— o q n ri nr v!'
The ions of rare earths can be incorporated
into a crystal lattice and retain their sharp energy
levels which are only slightly modified by the crystal
field. Hence, it is possible to obtain some of the energy
levels from the absorption or fluoresence spectra of the
rare earths ions in crystals. The study will lead to an
understanding of the complex structure of the energy
levels, and of the influence of the crystal field.
One can place the rare earth ions in an
external magnetic field and study the splinting of
spectral lines by the Zeeman effect. Through the Zeeman
splitting, one can obtain information about the magnetic
properties of the rare earth ions in the crystalline
environment, and then assign the crystal quantum numbers.
In our research work, the ion being studied is triply
ionized dysprosium Dy.
2.2 Historical b a c k g r o und
It was known in the early time that some solids
and crystals, including rare earths, had sharper
absorption spectra. However not much progress was made at
that time due to the crude technique and the immure
samples. This difficulty was overcome after World War II
because cure rare earth elements were available.
In 1905, J. Becquerel discovered that the
spectral lines became sharper when the temperature was
lowered andthat the absorption lines would show a Zeeman
splitting in an external magnetic field. These techniques
were helcful in studying spectral lines.
After the establishment of quantum mechanics
there was progress in the theoretical work. H. Bethe
showed that the absorption lines split under the 'effect'of
the internal electric crystalline field. In the late
thirties, it was realized tnat the sharp-lines in the
absorption spectra in rare earths came from forbidden
transitions within the 4f shells
Because of the progress in the theoretical
work, the foundations were clarified. The experimental
work w a s to identify the observed structure with the
theoretical prediction. Studies of transitions between the
Zeeman components in the rare earth started in the fifties
when many research groups were engaging paramagnetic
resonance experiments. For example, the study of Zeeman
splitting of the absorption spectrum of DY ions in Lad.3
was reported by Dieke and Cross white in 1961' and the
present research work is an extension of that into
ultraviolet region.
For details the best reference is the boc?
.Sprctra and Energy Levels of Rare Earth ions in Crystals'
by G. H. Dieke( 1 9 5 3)( 1).
2.3 The sharp-line spectra
In order to produce sharp spectral lines of
ions, there should be a regular surrounding for the ions.
The surrounding should not have fluctuations in time and
should be the same for all ions of the same kind.
Furthermore, the ions must not interact with the
neighbours of the same kind.
To fulfil the former requirement, we can study
the ions in crystals at very low temperature. The second
requirement is also satisfied if the valence electrons of
one ion are shielded from those of another. That is, the
valence electrons should stay in the inner orbit such that
the outer electron shells screen the effect of the
neighbouring ions. Under this situation, the valence
electrons of one ion do not interact with the electrons o i
the neighbouring ions. The rare earth elements, whose
valence electrons are in 4 f orbits, have complete shell:
outside the 4f-orbits and fulfil the second requirement.
7 A Too r- r b p r o 7- f- c
The rare earth elements, also known as
lanthanides, are the most c o m p 1 i c a t e d ones. Each rare
earth element has several dozens of electrons. The
lanthanides are a crout of elements which have an open 4f
shell, usually the lanthanides are in the form of triply
ionized atoms in crystals. The electronic configurations
of these trivalent ions are in general as:
with n varies from from 1 to 14 for CeJto L u J r. Than is,
they have a xenon core, whic h contains 54 electrons and n
4 f electrons. For example, D y+ ions has nine 4 f
electrons.( The neutral atom D y has an electronic
configuration of xenon core
To study the spectra and energy levels of the
rare earth ions, one may investigate the spectra of a
neutral atom, a singly ionized, a doubly ionized or a
triply ionized acorn, namely the £ir s c, second, third and
forth spectra respectively. in the first and second
speccra, one spectra are coo complicated to analyze due to
the nearly coincidence of the many low-lying
configurations. The third and forth spectra are simpler,
especially the forth spectra, where the separation between
the various configurations is so large that the lines
become sharp. Hence the interest is in the triply ionized
rare earth in crystals, in fact, the properties of the
trivalent ions are very different-from that cf the neutral
——. c r? v~ t' -3 -tn v-s 1 j- n c r o n ri o— n; p ur r. -r h V C p r p c i P t; t- r, T. h t
—' T hpf r n;=» P o r P'' w: o m i c; IT. n -r m 7 O 1 i O ;,J' h O r-
o v v-• rti a n o t: p. i 1 r ;n] r: zs tr o n p h n- v' P sz:• f~ i O Pi t
of rare earths in crystals.
rn n-- Q -n m n r r V P f n p. h r c r- v r q p p I a Q- 1; r n d.
effect on the spectral lines. Usually host crystals of
higher symmetry are chosen so that the theoretical work
rt rp K o f- p o m r qi p vr r r a e» q -j 1 v AnhWbrnnc o h 1 m r -i g h d c p r h p Q
Lacl x C13, etc. are commonly used as the host crystals.
n h r sr.; m— .ct' r- 1 h o pi 1 -5 -r-- o n. r r; r:• 7 t. c h r; .-a~
Th a p r T; c}- n 1 1' r a c p r• i p t n o i c 'p p? r p n p 1 p n A p n p p r u c h a 1
1—
axis is the rotational symmetry axis. When Dy ions are
diffused into the crystal, the Dy1 ions replace some of
the LaT and therefore the ion site symmetry is too.
The crystals are grown out from the aqueous solutions,
hence the percentage ratio of Dy:La is easy to control.
Chapter 3
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF Dy2+ ION
3.1 The wavefunctions and the Hamiltoniai
1,2)
A free Dy 2+ ions has spherical symmetry. Hence
only the radial wavefunctions R Af are needed. The
eicenenercv e is calculated bv the cot product R,, r I
directly' from the Hamilton!an H.'
Since there are 53 electrons in a Dysprosiui
ion, it is impossible to solve the Schrodinger's equatio;
for such a complicated system. A relatively simple methoi
is to use the hydrogen-type wavefunction with empirica




w here z is t n e at o m i c n umber and C is a s c r .e a n i n g
parameter.
A more effective theory to treat this problem
is the Hartree-Fock approximation. The solutions for rare
earth ions were computed by A. J. Freeman, R.• E. Watson
( 9 h)
and 0. J. So vers in the foniiu'
( 3- 2)















7- 1 dh? a u
7~— 7 ;7Q n
2n= 5.019 a u
2 T= 2.762 a u
Because of one spherical symmetry, the ene r gy
levels are degenerate. The dominant interactions are the
Couiumb interaction and the spin-orbit interaction. For
rare earth ions, the former is dominant. Hence L- 5
coupling (Russell-Saunders coupling) is applied.
The Coulomb interaction between any one
electron and the nucleus and between two electrons is
descrioed by
(3-3)
in c.g.s. unit. For spin-oroit interaction the
corresponding Hamiltonian is approximately,
(3-4)
w n e r e -tj( r) is the spin- orbit coupling function:
5 ( r J  = — ^ V - ( ^ ( r . l j j
2n, c r. 5r (3_5)
-  2Other effects, such 3S the hyperfine structure ( 10
- 1 0 ~ 3 c m -3 ), nuclear quadrupcle interaction ana
relativistic effects^ are relatively snail con pa^e^. .~»ith
H and k «. Therefore, neglecting then, the Hamltonian 
l~ C L s
for this system is
V  . 2 ^ 1  , V 'H = - “tyV ; “ /_ "7“ + L__ ~ —
jl ■'i“ J i * -i- i.J "j-.J
,  ^ _ (2-5)
'h~ lL J_ f O'^ ( r . )  ^: _ --
_ Z 2 i v . ' —  i“  1 A l ’ " i.2:n c 1
3.2 The crour.d level of Cy3 + icn
The configuration of Dysorosiun ior. is a xenon 
core and nine 4 f electrons. 3 y t n e L — 3 coupling  ^n c 
consideration of the ?auli exclusion principle, we can
~ 2 -  5 _ 7 u _ 2 -spectroscopic notation:  ^3 , -3, ?, ~ s , - , ~ ^ , ' u , r,
4F, 5F, 2G, 4G, 2 H , 4H, 5H, z I , 4 I , 2 J , 4J/ 2k , * X , 2l ,
4 L , 2 X and 2 P .
Because the highest multiplicity is 6 , one 
highest total orbit angular momentum L is H among 0 H-, °F 
and  ^p from the Hund's rule. Since t n e shell is more than 
half filled for Dysprosium ion, the ground level should be 
6H-,c /o . This was ex Deri mentally confirmed by H. M.1 b / Z
Cross white and G . H. D i a k e 1 n 1561^“'. The next raw
- 72 -
higher levels are i? o' 112' 9 2' 1 2''
- F i 2 wnicn were also reported in their paper.
3.3 The crystal fielc
Usually the ions are in a crystal of certain
symmetry. For example. in this research, the dv3t ions are
in a piece of single crystal Lacl, which has the symmetry
Cr. Neglecting some dynamic interactions in the lattice,
the ions are considered as being placed in a static
electric field, which arises from the ions of the host
crvstal; such a field is call a crystal field. The
presence of the crystal field will modify the energy
levels and radial wavefunctions of the free ions.
We can use the following potential to describe
the crystal field approximately,
(3-7)
where r is the position of the rare earth ion, E is the
position of the neighbouring ion and z,• is the charge of
the R• ion. Expanding in spherical harmonicsc)7 we have
f 3- ft
Usually the expression in the square bracket is treated as
experimental parameters. For C 3, only V° 3 V° 4, V 0 g, V
and V~66 are non-zero.
For an ion containing an odd number of
electrons, J is a half-integer, .in a C3h crystal symmetry
field, croup theorv cives that all levels are doublets and
will split into J +12 Stark components. Therefore the
ground level of D y 3+ (J= 152) will split into S
components. The existence of the crystal field potential
gives rise to a r. inter-acci on bet w e e n the states
characterized by( (X, J,) and(, J1, M-fq} in the
y-- c r T 1 p n C t- n p r• i~ r-} rr p 1 rr b p s. 7 Ci T T~ H hh y P b bl bO! b p~ p. T
angular momentum is no longer a gcoc quantum number. In
order to keep a good quantum number, a new parameter, the
crystal quantum number it was introduced by H e 11 w e g e as a
good quantum number. Hence, each component due to the
crystal field effect is represented by jx, defined by
( 3- 9]
q.is a parameter depending on the site symmetry. For
Lacl-j which is hexagonal, q•= 6. Since the ground scare,
therefore
H a n c e for DyJr is found
dv the (mod 6) condition.
Since each level will split into several stark
components, the spectrum of D y 3 ions at 4K or lower is
interesting. At such low temperature, the lowest component
of the ground state will be highly populated according the
Boltzmann's distribution lav. Most of the lines arise from
the lowest ground level to the Stark components of the
exicted levels. When the temperature is increased, nev,
lines appear due to transition to the Stark components of
the ground level.
For forced electric dipole transitions, quantum
number jx is subject to a selection rule. For D y', the
number of electrons is odd; J and jx are half integer,
the selection rule for transitions between ll' and jx mat
be summarized as following,
where cm means the polarization is perpendicular to the
crystal axis and up means the polarization is parallel to
the crystal axis w h i 1 e (Tut means the transition is
unpolarized. The selection rules and polarization
n y Q p Q u Of pro, n -n -A Q r f t~ z -o c' cu b T~ 7 j p rq n
3.4 The Zeeman effect
As a result of quantum mechanical
consideration, a level will split into 2J+1 components in
an external magnetic field; this is due to the existence
of a magnetic dipcle moment jl oc (l-t-S) of each ion. At low
temperature, if the external field is relatively weak, one
can obtain Zeeman splitting of energy levels. When th
external field is so strong that the LS coupling is n
longer satisfied, one then has the paschen-Back effect.
The interaction of a weak field is representee
by a Hamiltonian for a free ion,
(3-10)
in which R is the maanetic field, ihe energy shift is
( 3-11)
where M is the magnetic quantum number, g is the Lande g
factor and p is the Bohr magneton. For the ground level
of the d y~ ion, because L= 5, S= 5' 2 and J= 1 5 2, the c
factor is gQ= 1.333. For LS coupling g is the same as gc
but in aeneral g is not eouai to g0.
In Lorentz unit y3( for 3= 21.351 kgauss,
the splitting between states of M and -M is,
(3-12)
which is a scalar quantity.
For the ions in a crystal field, because of the
influence of the crystal field, M is no longer a good
quantum number. One is supposed to use the crystal quantum
number ul. Usually each jx value does not necessarily
represent only one state. The splitting is designated by
when B is parallel to the crystal axis.
Under the first order approximation, the
splitting is linear in 3. When the magnetic field is
strong enough that the magnetic interaction is as large as
the Stark splitting, then a nonlinear Zeeman effect is




The crystal used for the study was grown from 
aq ueous solution of LaCl 3 and D y C 1 3 where the Dy 
concentration was 11. The sample was mounted suer, una t tne 
crystal axis was oriented in a chosen direction.
•t1 t e absorption  s p e c t r a 'were p h o t o e r ^ n — g b v 
Prof. ?.. S . ?.an a and prof. F. vl. Kaseua curing t ne lace 
seventies. All the spectra were obtained at low 
temperature of 4.2 X with a dual crating spectrograph 
manufactured by Bausch and Lomb and recorded in polarized 
light using Halogen Tungsten lamp and Polaroid sheets.
Accuse the light from the lamp was unpolarized , 
the polarized light was obtained by using a Polaroid 
sheet. The Polaroid sheet was p1acec between the 1amp ano 
the sample, by rotating the polaroid sneer,- one light can 
be polarized' either perpendicular or parade;, -to the 
crystal axis. It the polarization is perpendicular to tne 
crystal axis, the spectral lines photographed on the plate 
were (T-polarization lines. If the polarization is 
parallel to the crystal axis, one can get the 71 -  
polarization lines.
The spectra at various field s t r e n g t ns were 
photographed in the second-order. During the experiment 
the spectrograph was adjusted for taking first-order
- 7 8 -
spectral lines. However, by placing a filter berore tne 
spectrograph, second-order spectral lines in the
ultraviolet region were photographed.
The Zeeman splitting of the absorption spectra
were recorded too. The magnetic field was supplied by tne 
water-cooled Bitter magnets at the National magnet 
Laboratory (MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.f... m e
magnetic field could be varied up to scout lOCxt. tne
u -s ^ - t- -r, , - v- n - - q - = c u t 2_' bAmaximum r i e 1 d w a s r = - c i. = «
through the solenoid. Field strencen is measured n^
of this current. For the region of wavelength 35CO - 3900
A , 1k A corresponds to 4.64 k G ; for region 3000 — u 4 o 0 A
and 3700 - 4100 A, lkA corrsponds no 4.97 kC ar.o ror
_  ^ \ i 1 . 1  corresconcs to 5.01 uo-. Tneregion 2500 — 3^00 , i
spectra measured in this research '..'ere phetograpr.ea m  tne 
external magnetic field whose direction is parallel to the 
crystal axis.
measured by means or a travelling m i u r o s - 0 “3t'
unit which can be read is 1 micron ana the reciprocal 
elate factor is approximation 17 u c ^0 n/^m. x *1 “
wavenumber in vacuum corrsponding to each measured 
wavelength in air was computed oy using tn= 
formula(7) with the help of a computer.
The intensity of each spectrax i-.i- is 
estimated usually in a ten-ooint scale, i.e. the line 
intensity is recr esentsd by a number r r c m 0 to iu. 0
- 79-
means that the line is so weak that it cannot be
discernible. The symbol 00 means that the line is
imagined to exist. The line width or the nature of the
spectral line is described by a letter or a combination 01
letters, s indicates that the line is sharp and ss is
for very sharp. b is for a broad; "bb" is for e
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Figure 5-1 Observed energy levels of the triply ionized
rare earths( Ref. 4).
Chapter
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 The absorption spectra
The absorption spectra of DvrLaCl at 4K were
measured. The observed wavelengths are in the ultra-violet
region of 2 5 00 A— 4 100 A. With absence of an external
maanetic field, the wavelengths in air are given in table
5-1. The first column 2- (A) gives the wavelengths which
are measured by means of a travelling microscope. The
second column V (cn_i) is the corresponding wavenumbers
in vacuum, which is converted from the wavelength by
Edlen's formula. The third column denotes the polarization
of the light. The last column is the visual estimate of
the intensity and nature of the absorption line. For
convenience, the results are tabulated in the order from
long wavelengths to short ones.
in our data, the -intensity of each line is
estimated. Some of the lines have very weak intensity. For
such lines, the concentration of DyT ions may be
multiplied, say 2% Dy:La, so that the lines could appear
stronger.
By the Boltzmann's distribution law, at very
low temperature, most of ions populate in the ground
states. Hence, at the low temperature( 4.2 K), the
absorption of light takes place only from the ground level
to higher excited levels of the ion. An analysis of the
absorotion soectra give the energy of the excited levels.
5.2 The Zeeman effect
The Zeeman splittings of the levels of D y+ in
L a C1 3 crystal with the external-magnetic field vector
parallel to the crtstal axis are studied. The magnetic
field is varied in a rather wide range.
The absorption spectra, or tr.e Dy' ions at eacn
magnetic field 3 are observed. The wavelengths and
wavenumbers, in the range of 2500 A— 4100 A, are
tabulated in taoles 5-4 to 5-27 in accordance with the
magnet currents. in these tables, the data are arranged
according to the polarization of the lines separately. The
first column is the wavelengths in air that we measured.
Then, the wavenumbers in vacuum are in the second column,
which are followed by its estimated intensity and nacure.
The datum in the left hand side is for the d-polar izacion
and that in she right-hand side is for the
it- polarization. For each table, the magnetic field is
denoted by the magnetizing current in kiioamperes.
For all the lines that were measured, graphs of
wavenumbers were plotted versus the magnetic field, as
shown in figures 5- 2(a) to 5- 2(w). in the figures, the
points_ for ct-polarization are denoted by© and the
points for TC-polar ization are denoted by x.
Obviously from the plot we can see that some
lines split linearly, as given by the Zeeman effect
formula (3-11), and some are curved. The nonlinear line:
appear because the magnetic splitting of the crysta!
levels becomes of the same order of magnitude as th
field-free Stark splittings, in this case, the first orde:
approximation is no longer satisfied. Hence, t h i
nonlinearity of the lines may be considered as th
paschen-3ack effect of the energy levels in the crystal
Some of those lines are shown in the figures.
5.3 The energy level scheme
After calculating the wavenumbers, the next
step is the interpretation of the levels. That is to
9 C 4_ J
assign the auantum numbers or°•- L- symbols to theU
levels. Since the magnetic quantum number M is no longer a
good quantum number in crystal, the angular momentum
quantum number J becomes the most important one.
Because the absorption spectrum is due to the
transitions from the ground levels to the higher excited
levels,- 'we can form the energy level scheme ana assign
the quantum numbers.
According to the Bohr theory, the order of the
energy levels is 4 f, 5 d, 6s...; however, in fact the.
electrons in these levels have nearly the same energy,
especially in the rare earths. The neihbouring levels will
overlap one another. Due to the higher nuclear charge and
rather perfect screening, the situation is not too bad for
rare earth ions. For Dy3+ ion, the lowest configuration is
4f9 and then 4f5d, 4f6s,... etc
Because of the influence of the crystal field,
each level splits into several components, in the early
days, studies on the energy levels gave the centers of
gravity of the energy levels. As a summary, the results
for rare earth ions are shown in figure 5-1'.
For D y x ions in crystal of L a C1 3, detailed
analysis are available for the H and F levels. But
beyond these low-lying levels, very few information could
be found about the higher levels. Only about 28 levels
from 2 0000 cm-1 to 36000 cm-- were known so far.
From the previous results, the energy level
scheme is obtained. As shown in table 5-2, the scheme is
up to 39000 cm1, in the table, the SLJ symbol and
experimental designation for each level is given in the
first column. Then crystal quantum number fx and Zeeman
splitting S are in the following two columns. From fx,
one can find the quantum number M by (3-9). Also by (3-
12), one can find g M after simply deviding S1 by. 2( in
Lorentz unit). Usually the value of g M is denoted by
gM. The following column is the erergy level in cm--- and
its visual intensity estimate. The last one is its
polarization.
The low-lying energy levels were already
known-'. our results given energy levels higher than L(
about 27000 era) and are completely new. Hence, in the
right hand side of the table, the 20 levels which were
reported in ref.3 are printed for comparison. We can set
that agreement between their work and ours is quite good.
Moreover, the calculated centers of gravity of
levels of Dy3+:LaF3 are shown in table 5-3, which were
calculated by W. T. Carnall, K. Crosswhite and H. M.
Crosswhite'. Since the structure of LaF is C9h, which
is completely different from LaCl-, the numerical values
of the energy levels are not the same, differing by about
200 cm-1. But the SLJ symbols are most in the same order.
5.4 Conclusion
The absorption spectrum of DyiLacl at low
temperation of 4.2 K was studied. Through a time-consuming
analysis, we have obtained an empirical energy level
scheme of the Dy+ ions in crystal LaCl up to 38923cm--.
in fact the work is an extension of the energy scheme
obtained by H. Crosswhite ana G. H. Dieke)
As shown in table 5-2, we can see that our
results beyond the energy level L are agreeable with the
2 0 levels which were reported in r e f. 3. From the gocc
agreement with the old results, the extension of the
energy level scheme is reliable.
Table 5-1 Absorption spectrum at
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Table 5-2 The empirical energy level scheme
for Dy3+ in LaCl
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Var sany i, Dieke, j.Chem.Phys. _3£, 835( 1962)
Level 24- Si E (cm 1) I Pol
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The symbols of levels I, j and K are given by
W. T. C a r n a 11, Hannah Cross white and H. Cross w hits,
Energy level structure and transition probabilities of the
trivalent lanthan ides in LaF (Argonne National
Laboratory ANL-78-XX-95).
means T-induced lines.
Up to here the main part of the data was presented in G. H.
Dieke's book (F.ef.l).
For energy levels H 52 to F 3g, the energy has been
reported by j. D. Axe and G. H. D i e k e, Calculation of
crystal-field splittings of Sm+ and Dy+ levels, in LaCl-,
with inclusion of J mixing, j. chem. p h y s., 36, 835
( 1962).
Le ve 2 S1 F. I cm 1) T Pol
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From here on the data are new results. But. there were 20
lines recorded between 27250 and 36300 cm-1 in CD's paper
( Ref. 3). The common lines are marked by J
and others are marked by
Level 2l S, E (cm -1-) I pol
4f52+4i92 0
29458.2 2
29467.6 2b 2 9 4 6 7.
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Table 5-3 The centers of gravity of
energy levels of Dy3+:LaF-
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